
Entry Form 

  
Name: ……………………………………………………………………………....  
Contact no(s): ………………………………………………………………………………  
E-mail id: ……………………………………………………………………………........... 
Title of photograph: ……………………………………………………………………. … 
Description of photograph: I was impressed/ was amazed/ marvelled at/by/that                     in Japan (Insert a 
noun or a clause.) ……………………………………………………………………………....……………….   
……………………………………………………………………………....……………….  (Limit: Up to 50 words) 
Place where photo was taken: ……………………………………… 
Date when photo was taken: ………………………………………… 
Purpose of the visit to Japan: ………………………………………… (Sightseeing, Business, JENESYS , 
SAKURA Science Program etc.) 
 
(Declaration in terms of Guidelines)  
 
 Declaration to be submitted by the participants along with the entry to the Click! Japan Photo Contest 2017.  
 

Participant’s Declaration 
 

I hereby declare that 
1. I have gone through and agree to all the terms and conditions given. 
2. All the information given by me in the application form is true. 
3. I am the author of the photographic material submitted for the contest 
4. I am the only copyright holder or I have been authorized by the copyright holder to submit the material 
5. If my photo(s) is selected for the exhibition, I grant the organizers, namely, the Embassy of Japan in 

India and the Japan Foundation New Delhi, permission for its unlimited use for activities under the 
auspices of the photo contest, without any remuneration being due. 

6. I grant the organizers, permission to use the prize-winning material in the contest, the exhibitions, the 
catalogue, the website and for the promotion of the photo contest and exhibition, without any 
remuneration being due.  

7. I guarantee that to the best of my knowledge no third party can claim rights or raise objections to 
publication/reproduction/distribution of the material submitted. 

8. I guarantee that model release forms (where appropriate) have been obtained from persons featured in 
the submitted images for any educational and publicity uses and that no additional releases are required 
in respect of names, trademarks, designs or works of art depicted in the photo(s) 

9. In event of any dispute regarding the photo(s) or subject of photo(s), I agree to be held solely 
responsible and the organizers will not be held accountable. 

(Signature)__________________ 
Full Name (in Capitals) __________________ 

Date__________________ 


